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A Word from The Brigade Secretary
“I am really pleased that you are involved in a young person working towards their Queen’s
Badge, The Boys' Brigade’s highest award. This scheme is guaranteed to stretch & challenge
any young person who takes part in it. However with your support & enthusiasm any young
person can meet the requirements.
This is a really uplifting and rewarding time for leaders. The young people seek out
opportunities and responsibility, as well as bring energy to the whole group. Thank you for all
the time & dedication that you put into The Boys’ Brigade, and enjoy reaping what you began to
sow with them from the age of 5.
Finally remember this is an award that should be led by the young person and their goals. Don’t
get distracted by any idea of a standard that needs to be achieved, instead focus on helping the
young person have the best experiences they can.”

Steve Dickinson
Brigade Secretary

Welcome

The Queen’s Badge is the highest award that a young person can gain as a member of The
Boys’ Brigade. It’s a real opportunity; from beginning to end it’s important that they get the most
out of it. It doesn’t matter who they are or where they’re from. Any young person aged over 16,
who has their President’s Badge and is willing to do more than just sit on the sofa can take part!
The best part of the Queen’s Badge is that the young person gets to choose what they do. They
can choose to do projects & activities that get them really excited and which they are dedicated
to. They get a chance to engage with their community, take on responsibility, set their own
goals, build self-confidence and experience a sense of achievement.

What is the Queen’s Badge Advisor, Mentor & Assessor guide?

This book contains all the information that you need to help support a young person through
their Queen’s Badge experience. It will explain all the requirements, and offer some helpful tips
on how to make the experience all that it can be. Your role is crucial in encouraging young
people to expand their horizons and look to fulfil dreams & experience challenges through
completing the award.

What support should a young person get?

There are 3 people who play a key role in a young person working towards their Queen’s
Badge:
Queen’s Badge Advisor
A Queen’s Badge advisor is the person from the Battalion or District who will help the young
person plan what they are doing and review & support their work. Queen’s Badge advisors have
helped many young people to complete the award. They have vast knowledge and ideas that
could help a young person complete their award.
Their role is not that of an assessor. They are there to use their experience alongside the
mentor to help the young person set their own targets and get the best out of the experience.
It’s key that the young person has ownership of their award and the advisor is key in ensuring
this is the case. Their involvement will be greater in companies that don’t have much experience
of the Queen’s Badge, but it is advised that you meet with the young person at least twice
during the time they are undertaking the award. In groups with more experience the role might
be to advocate on behalf of the young person and support them to be able to do what they want
and not just what has happened previously in that company. The Advisor is asked to sign the
Action Plan and the Authorisation page.
Key tips!
 Get to know the young person,
 Talk to them about their goals and aspirations
 Be ready to inspire them with new ideas
Company Mentor
A Company Mentor is a leader from the young person’s own company who is there to support
and encourage them on a week-by-week basis. This is often the Captain, but could be another
leader.
Queen’s Badge Assessor
This is the person who trains, supervises or assesses each part of the programme. The
assessor in each area of activity will be directly responsible for supervising the young person’s
progress, reporting on their contributions and achievements. They should be an expert in that
field and should have the necessary experience or qualifications to complete this task. This
means that a young person will often have different assessors for each section. For some
activities the assessor may be the same person as the Mentor or Advisor.

How does this connect with The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award?

The Duke of Edinburgh’s Silver Award has a similar structure to the Queen’s Badge and is split
into four key areas:
Volunteering This is a young person’s chance to make a real difference by helping an
individual, their community, the environment, or an organisation.
Physical They can choose any sport, dance or fitness activity to get fit or fitter, and get better at
it!
Skills This is about developing practical & social skills, as well as personal interests. There
maybe something they’ve always wanted to try, or to get better at their favourite hobby?
Expedition They must train and complete an adventurous journey in the UK or abroad. Highs,
lows, great laughs and amazing memories are guaranteed!
You’ll recognise each of these activities later on in this book (look out of the DofE logo), which
make it an ideal award to work towards at the same time as the Queen’s Badge.

What do they need to do?

Over the required time (see table overleaf) they’ll need to do each activity for an average of an
hour a week. They’ll need to show persistence, commitment, and personal development. It’s not
something that can be achieved through a short burst of enthusiasm! The chart below details
what is required for each activity at each level.

What’s the minimum age?

A young person can start working towards their Silver award from 15 years of age. They are
free to start at any level, but most people prefer to try for Bronze and work upwards. If they jump
in at Silver level as part of their Queen’s Badge they will need to do extra work as is also
demonstrated in the diagram below.
Don’t forget – they have until their 25th birthday to complete any level of the award.

Silver DofE (15+)
Volunteering
6 months

Physical

Skills

One section for 6 m onths and the other section for 3 months

Expedition
Plan train for and complete a 3
day, 2 night expedition

How to gain DEA Silver award using the Queen's Badge & Challenge Plus Programme
Voluntary Service or Support to Others possibly by
completing 1 or more appropriate topics from the Challenge
Plus Community zone* e.g. Active Citizen

Developing Interests: Physical Developing Interests: Skills
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Taking Responsibility
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Skills Zone’ over a period of 3
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OR

Direct entrants must undertake a further 6 m onths in the Community or t he longer of the Recreation & Leisure or Life Skills zones.

Developing Interests:
Expedition

Working Through the Queen’s Badge

In order to achieve the Queen’s Badge a young person must complete the following activities:
1. Hold the President’s Badge
2. Attend a Queen’s Badge Candidate’s Meeting
3. Participate in skills-based training
4. Take responsibility within the BB or Church
5. Provide voluntary service or support to others outside the BB or Church
6. Develop Interests (Skills, Physical, Expedition)
7. Participate in a Completion Residential
8. Record Activity
When working towards the Queen’s Badge, it’s important that the young person make plans for
the work ahead. Remember they can decide in which order they want to complete each activity.
Carry on reading to find out more about what your young people have to do for each activity in
order to help them begin to make their plans.
The following is a step-by-step guide to work through, on how a young person can gain their
award. This is mirrored in the Queen’s Badge Record Book:

Entry Requirements

Before a young person can work towards their Queen’s Badge, it is necessary for them to gain
the President’s Badge and be 15 years old. The date that their President’s Badge was awarded
is also their date of registration for the Queen’s Badge.
Did you know . . . ?
Although awarded from year 4 in the Discover programme, the President’s Badge can still be
gained through the Challenge Plus programme.
Key Tip!
The Duke of Edinburgh’s Award mirrors much of what you do towards the President’s Badge
and your Queen’s Badge. It also gives you a nationally recognised award that is definitely worth
considering.

Candidate’s Meeting

As with most things in life it’s important to get off to the best possible start. You should arrange
this meeting as soon as possible after the young person has registered for the Queen's Badge.
At it, the advisor, mentor & young person will need to agree an individual action plan.
Remember the activity undertaken should normally be spread over two or more sessions (a
session is a BB year).
In everything that the young person does, they should be encouraged to take ownership for it,
and to discuss options with their advisor and mentor. It’s important to inspire ideas, think about
what they want to achieve, and advise on what is possible.

What steps do you need to think about?

The young person needs to start by planning well and completing the action plan section in the
Queen’s Badge Record Book. It’s important to think through the following key steps:

The action plan should be signed by the young person, Battalion Queen’s Badge advisor, and
company mentor. Should the young person wish to change any part of this plan they should
inform their adviser and discuss this with them to ensure they remain within the Queen’s Badge
regulations.
Remember that they can choose what to do and in which order.
Key Tip!
Before going to the Candidate’s Meeting, the young person should be asked to read through the
Queen’s Badge book, and note down on a separate sheet of paper what THEY would like to do.
At the meeting they can then discuss it further with their advisor and mentor, and then fill in the
action plan in The Queen’s Badge Record Book.

Skills-Based Training

As with everything in life it’s important that we always reflect on our own skills, and look at areas
where we think we can improve. Therefore as part of the award, the young person should
undergo an element of training at an early stage. This will equip them for one or more of the
activities that they will later go on to as part of the award.

What can they do . . . ?

Training should be undertaken as soon as possible after registration, and not less than 6
months prior to completion. It should include at least one of the following, and may be provided
by The Boys’ Brigade or other suitable external agencies:
(a) Practical Skills Training:
• Relevant skills-based training to support work in your Company or Church; or
• Relevant skills-based training to support voluntary work others; or
• Relevant life-skills training to support your personal development.
(b) Leadership Skills Training:
Relevant based training to enhance your leadership skills.
Some examples to get them thinking . . .
This training should be something that is going to be useful in completing the award. There are
lots of different options available to them, and remember that it can be provided by The Boys’
Brigade or an external agency.
• Skills for Queen’s Badge is the official Boys’ Brigade course for those wishing to take
responsibility within their company in the area of children’s or youth work. Have a look online at
www.boys-brigade.org.uk for available courses.
• The “Sports Person” Project in Challenge Plus contains more information on Sports Leaders
Awards and National Governing Body Awards for Sport. These may be appropriate depending
on what activities they choose to do.
• Other training opportunities that might be available could include other youth work training e.g.
Youthwork NVQ, using PA equipment, food hygiene, customer services, health and safety at
work, web design etc.
Key Tip!
There is a “Skills For Queen’s Badge” training course for those undertaking children’s or youth
work in The Boys’ Brigade. This can be delivered locally and downloaded from The Boys'
Brigade website.

Taking Responsibility within the Brigade or Church

We’re sure that the young people undertaking their Queen’s Badge will have enjoyed their time
in The Boys’ Brigade. As they get older it’s really important for the future of the BB that they
begin to take more and more responsibility for what happens. They will have hopefully begun to
do this right from an early age as part of their programmes, whether it was choosing what
games they play in Anchors or developing projects in Challenge Plus. Now is a chance to take
this up a gear.
The young person is expected to assume an appropriate degree of responsibility for an aspect
of BB or Church activity. A minimum of 30 hours activity is required across the planned period
of involvement, and could include two or more different experiences in two or more sessions.
Activities can be at any level within the Brigade or Church, although you may benefit from
undertaking part of this activity outside your own Company or Church.
The key words are responsibility and within, they shouldn’t just turn up and watch from the
sidelines but get involved in the planning, delivery and review of the activity that they do. Think
of it as a project. This is their chance to give something back, but also your chance to develop
something new or different, so help them to take it!

What can they do...?

Young people are encouraged to explore options suitable to their own situation and are invited
to submit proposals as part of your action plan. These may include the following:
(a) Responsibility for others within The Boys’ Brigade or Church:
• Work with younger members of your Company or Church in a regular programme of activity for
a minimum of 6 weeks.
• Work with peers within the BB or Church in a regular programme of activity for a minimum of 6
weeks.
(b) Projects and Activities within the Brigade or Church:
• Take responsibility for the planning or delivery of all or part of an event in the BB or Church.
• Take a responsible role for regular activities within the BB or Church for a minimum of 6
weeks.
• Take a responsible role for a special project or new initiative within the BB or Church.
Some examples to get them thinking . . .
As with every area of the Queen’s Badge there are lots of choices for what they can do here.
Below are just some ideas to get them going . . .
• Lead a group of Juniors through a “Healthy Eating” project.
• Lead a group, using the Discover programme, through a “Church Recycling” project.
• Take a lead role in organising an Anchors’ Fun Day.
• Run the PA for Church services.
• Develop a recruitment campaign for young people or leaders.
• Become your Battalion’s media rep.
• Visit elderly or sick Church members.
Key Tip!
It might be appropriate to gather the young people together from the area who are completing
their Queen’s Badge for them to devise a new special event that fulfils the requirements listed
above.

Voluntary Service or support to others outside the Brigade or Church

Volunteering is simple. The young person needs to go and make a difference in their community
or to an individual’s life, without getting paid! Volunteering provides a chance for them to
engage with their community, take responsibility within it, and gain a sense of belonging. The
Boys’ Brigade has been bringing hope to communities and young people for over 125 years.
The difference that they can make to your community is immeasurable; therefore as they begin
to think about this part of the award recognise that they have enormous potential to do
something amazing. Negative images of young people, although prevalent elsewhere in society,
are not found in the BB.
James 2:14 reads “. . . if you say you have faith but don’t show it by your actions? Can that kind
of faith save anyone? Suppose you see a brother or sister who has no food or clothing, and you
say, “Good-bye and have a good day; stay warm and eat well”—but then you don’t give that
person any food or clothing. What good does that do?
As part of the award we want them to volunteer or provide support to others in the Community.
A minimum of 30 hours activity is required across the planned period of involvement, and
could include two or more different experiences in two or more BB sessions.
The key words here are voluntary, outside and Community, this is something that should be
of benefit to those in their community. Don’t just tell them to take part in something that your
Company has done for years, but get them to think about where they see a need and plan how
they are going to make a difference to it.

What can they do . . . ?

They are encouraged to explore options suitable to their own situation and are invited to submit
proposals as part of their action plan. Voluntary service or support may be provided in one or
more of the following areas:
(a) Voluntary service to individuals or groups outside the Company:
Undergo appropriate briefing, and then provide regular practical voluntary service to individuals
or groups of people in the community for an agreed period of time.
(b) Voluntary service to other agencies working with individuals or groups in the
Community:
Undergo appropriate briefing, and then provide regular practical voluntary service to another
agency or charitable cause with direct benefit to other people for an agreed period of time. The
other agency may be the church working with groups or people in the community.
(c) Voluntary work in the wider community:
Undergo appropriate briefing, and then provide regular practical voluntary work as part of a
group working for the benefit of the community at large for an agreed period of time.
Some examples to get them thinking . . .
Again there are lots of choices for what they can do here. Below are some ideas to get them
going . . .
• Community Action & Raising Awareness
- Run a Crime Prevention project in their local school with the police.
- Be an active member of a youth council or forum.
- Get involved in social action, social entrepreneurship,
- Campaign on local or issue politics.
• Helping People
- Be a DJ in their local youth club.

• Coaching, Teaching & Leadership
- Teach music or sports.
- Go and teach a group of elderly people how to use mobile phones and DVD players.
• Working with the Environment
- Work on an environmental project teaching young people to recycle.
- Help at the RSPCA or animal shelter.
• Helping a Charity or Community Organisation
- Get involved with their local hospital’s young volunteer project.
Go to www.do-it.org.uk to find out how they can contact their local volunteer centre, who will be
able to provide details of local opportunities. They also have an online database.
Alternatively they couldgo to their local community centre to look for volunteering opportunities,
or have a look at www.DofE.org/sections for inspiring ideas and guidance for activities. Don’t
forget Challenge Plus has lots of ideas for this activity.
Key Tip!
If the young people are struggling to get opportunities for this section, arrange to gather the
young people together from your area who are completing their Queen’s Badge. They could
then devise a project that addresses a need in your community.
Useful Websites
• Age Concern www.ageconcern.org.uk
• Oxfam www.oxfam.org.uk
• Groundwork www.groundwork.org.uk
• Soul Action www.soulac_on.org
• Community Service Volunteers www.csv.org.uk
• GVI www.gvi.co.uk
• Vinspired www.vinspire.co.uk
• Unltd www.unltd.org.uk
There are also volunteering sections on these two government websites www.direct.gov.uk and
www.dsdni.gov.uk.

Health & Safety Checklist

The Boys’ Brigade needs to ensure that the voluntary service activity for the Queen’s Badge
takes place in a safe environment, especially where this might be done without the supervision
of a BB leader. Health & safety in all we do in the BB is of prime importance.
The mentor should talk to the young person about matters of safety. To ensure that this activity
is carried out in a safe way, please ensure that this form is completed by the young person prior
to commencing the activity. The mentor should also complete the Health & Safety checklist.

Developing Interests

This part of the Queen’s Badge allows the young person to develop their own interests. It’s a
chance to set their own targets and see if they can exceed even their own expectations. Each
section brings its own benefits so get the young person to think carefully about what they want
to get out of them.

What can they do...?

They must undertake at least two activities from the following three sections:
(a) Skills: Learn a new skill, or develop an existing one
(b) Physical: Take part in a new activity, or develop existing participation
NB Where both of the above activities are chosen, participation should be for a minimum of 6
months in one of the above, and 3 months in the other. Where only one is chosen, participation
should be for a minimum of 6 months.
(c) Expedition: Undergo appropriate training, including at least one supervised practice
venture, then undertake a 3-day, 2-night venture with at least 7 hours planned daytime activity
per day.
Key Tip!
The activities and attainment standards for the above are compararble with the Silver DofE. If all
three are undertaken, this will enable them to qualify for relevant parts of DofE.

Skills

The idea of this activity to develop practical & social skills and personal interests. They can
choose to develop an existing skill or develop a new one. The important thing to do is to show
progression and sustained interest over time. Remember everyone has the ability to learn and
everyone is unique. Help them to choose something that will help develop their unique potential.
Some examples to get them thinking . . .
Below are some examples of activities that they could do. They should choose something that
they’re interested in and more likely to enjoy & stick at:
• Performing Arts
- Learn how to juggle & ride a unicycle.
• Natural World
- Take a Dog to obedience classes.
• Music
- Play in a band and hold a gig.
• Media and Communications
- Create a film.
- Arrange to shadow a reporter from a local newspaper.
• Life Skills
- Learn about interviews and CV writing techniques.
- Learn to drive.
• Games & Sports
- Become a referee or umpire.
- Join a snooker league.
Have a look at www.DofE.org/sections for inspiring ideas and guidance for activities.
Don’t forget Challenge Plus has lots of ideas for this activity.

Physical

Whether they want to do football, street dance or cross training, anything that requires
sustained physical energy and involves doing an activity can count. They just need to show
progression and sustained interest over time. This is meant to be enjoyable and should be part
of the establishment of a lasting & active lifestyle.
Some examples to get them going . . .
Below are some examples of activities that they could do. They should choose something that
they’re interested in and more likely to enjoy & stick at:
• Team Sports
- Play wheelchair basketball.
- Join a cricket team.
• Individual Sports
- Learn to horse ride.
• Racquet Sports
- Play badminton with friends
• Water Sports
- Go swimming at the local pool
- Learn to dive
• Dance
- Learn bhangra at a local dance studio
• Fitness
- Join in a gym.
- Attend a fitness class.
Have a look at www.DofE.org/sections for inspiring ideas and guidance for activities.
Don’t forget Challenge Plus has lots of ideas for this activity.

Expedition

Undertaking an expedition will help the young person to develop their imitative and a spirit of
discovery & adventure. They will need to plan, train, and complete an adventurous activity as
part of a team. They’ll have to rely on their own efforts and minimal external intervention.
Remember they have to do at least one practice expedition, a qualifying expedition and a
presentation after it.
Some examples to get them thinking . . .
There are various activities that could qualify as expeditions. Each expedition needs to have an
aim, mode of transport and location. The possible locations are almost endless, but there are
also many modes of transport. Below are just some:
• Canoeing
• Horse riding
• Hiking
• Cycling
Aims could include:
• Exploring team dynamics and skills.
• Taking a series of landscape shots to produce a calendar.
Their expedition will need to be carried out between the end of March and the end of October.
There must be between 4 and 7 members in a team.

Completion Residential

The Completion Residential is a fun weekend and a chance to celebrate the accomplishments
of those young people who are on their way to completing their Queen’s Badge. The weekend
will follow the theme of past, present and future.
This is not a training course, but a time for reflection and a look at future possibilities.
Nor is it about passing or failing, and individual’s levels of contribution will differ due to
a variety of reasons. However they should be encouraged to join in as much as possible
in order that they have an enjoyable weekend.
Over the weekend it may be appropriate to help the young people complete any outstanding
parts of their Queen’s Badge books.

What do they need to do . . . ?

They must participate fully in a Completion Residential:
(a) no earlier than the session equivalent to Year 12 (England & Wales); S5 (Scotland and
Republic of Ireland); or Year 13 (Northern Ireland)
(b) not less than 12 months from the date of registration, and
(c) not less than 6 months from the completion of skills-based training.
Key Tip!
Have a look at www.boys-brigade.org.uk for information on a Completion Residential that they
might like to attend. Make sure that they book onto a course as soon as possible to avoid
disappointment. Many courses are over subscribed.
As part of the residential each young person will be given a letter from their Captain or other
appropriate leader. The letter should be one side of A4 that talks about:
 Their funniest memory of that individual.
 Their proudest moment.
 The qualities that they think make that individual a unique and wonderfully made creation.
Material for the Completion Residential called “Past, present, Future” can be downloaded from
The Boys' Brigade website.

Record Activity

The young person should maintain a log of activity using the Queen’s Badge Record Book.

What is the Queen’s Badge Record Book?

The Queen’s Badge Record Book is essential to get young people going. It provides them with
lots of information, and it’s theirs to keep. It will...
 Tell them what they need to do
 Give them advice and guidance on how to do it
 Help them record what they achieve
The young person should use the book to record what they do. There is also room in red boxes
in the “My Queen’s Badge Record” section for the young person to reflect on their experiences.
They may in the future wish to use this as part of their C.V. when looking for employment. An
employer, as well as being able to see what they have achieved, will also see their reflections
on the experience.
There are no fixed questions that they need to answer as part of completing the book, nor are
there set standards that they have to achieve. Encourage the young people to complete the
book fully and to the best of their ability, but it should be an experiential reflection not a
formulaic response. If you don’t think a young person has fully thought it through take some
time to talk to them and add to their answers. Remember the award is about the young person
and what they want to achieve, not what we think they should achieve.
Key Tips!
There are additional pages to log hours and for additional comment at the back of the Queen’s
Badge Record Book.

What do I need to do in the Queen’s Badge Record Book?

In the “My Queen’s Badge Record” section, the assessor responsible for supervision and
assessment of each activity should sign to state the activity has been completed. There is also
room in the blue boxes for them to make a comment on how the young person has done. This
should be an encouraging statement and highlight where a young person has particularly
excelled.
Key Tip!
Although there is space to write in the Queen’s Badge Record Book, encourage the young
people to be creative in how they show what they have done. Instead of writing everything
down, they could create a video diary on their mobile phone after each BB night where they
have taken a group, create a podcast or type it up!
A young person should not be penalised for not being good at filling in forms or writing accounts
of their activity. It is perfectly reasonable for a young person to provide a verbal account to their
assessor, advisor or mentor who then can write it up in their book.
They may also wish to keep an additional record of their work and progress. DofE regulations
require the young person to keep a log and produce a report on the purpose of their expedition.
Whilst this is not part of this record book assessors may want to view this.
The record book should not be prioritised over other areas of the Queen’s Badge. The young
person’s experiences are far more important than whether they have their photograph stuck in
the front of the book. It’s not about passing or failing, but what they have gained from doing the
award.

Authorisation for the Queen’s Badge
What does the Queen’s Badge Advisor need to do?

At the back of the Queen’s Badge Record Book there is space for the Battalion Advisor to:
 Endorse the record book and recommend that a young person can be accepted onto a
Completion Residential
 Sign to state that the young person had satisfactorily participated in the Queen’s Badge
Completion Residential
 Authorise the award

What is the Company Captain’s report?

The Company Captain is asked to recommend a young person for the award of the Queen’s
Badge and their acceptance on the Completion Residential. They are also asked to comment
on the young person’s development and their response to the training and activities undertaken.
If the Company Captain is not the young person’s mentor they should do this in consultation
with that individual.

How do you apply for the Queen’s Badge?

Upon completion of the Queen’s Badge Record Book and having had the book signed by the
Company Captain & Queen’s Badge Advisor, the Company Captain should apply for the
Queen’s Badge using the Queen’s Badge Application Form at the back of this book by one of
the following methods:
England and Wales:
The Captain sends the completed Record Book with the Queen’s Badge application form and
fee to the District Queen's Badge Co-ordinator.
Scotland:
The Captain sends the completed form and fee to Scottish Headquarters.
Northern Ireland:
The Captain sends the completed form to the Queen's Badge Adviser for their endorsement.
The form and fee are then sent by the Captain to Northern Ireland Headquarters.
Their Queen’s Badge certificate and completed Record Book will then be returned to their
Company Captain. The Company Captain will then arrange for the Queen’s Badge to be
presented at an appropriate occasion.
Key Tip!
Stick a picture as a present in the back of the young person’s book.

